
358 MIXISU

Status of Evangelization

A = Have never heard the gospel
B = Were evangelized but did not 

become Christians
C = Are adherents to any form of 

Christianity

A B C

Location: Approximately
5,000 people belonging to
the Mixisu ethnic group live
in the mountainous
southern part of Sichuan
Province in southern China.
The Mixisu inhabit villages
within Xichang and Mianning
counties in the Liangshan Yi
Autonomous Prefecture.

Identity: The Mixisu have
been officially included
under the Yi nationality in
China. The self-name of this
group is Mixisu. Although
they are surrounded on
every side by the Shengzha
Nosu people, the Mixisu
continue to retain a
separate ethnicity. The Han
Chinese call the Mixisu
Shuitian Ren, which means
“water fields people.” This
generic Chinese name is
used for several distinct
groups throughout southern
China. 

Language: Because of their
location in the heart of the
Daliangshan (Big Cold
Mountains) it can be
assumed that the Mixisu
speak a Northern Yi
language. No specific
research has yet been done
to confirm this however.
Many Mixisu may now have
lost the use of their mother
tongue and may exclusively
speak either or both
Chinese and Nosu. 

History: In the distant past
there were few Yi people
living in southern Sichuan
Province, but warfare
between the Yi and Chinese
in Guizhou and Yunnan
forced many people to
migrate into the lonely, wild
mountains of southern
Sichuan where they could
retain their ethnicity without
fear of invasion. According
to French General Vicomte
d’Ollone, “The first conquest
[of the Yi in Guizhou] was

effected by the Ming
Dynasty about 1380, and
another more serious one
by the Manchu Emperor
Yungcheng in 1727; and it
was then that the irreducible
populations sought an
inaccessible refuge beyond
the Blue River. We now saw
the country-side which was
once the home of the tribes
we had already visited, the
battle-fields where they
often held their conquerors
in check; we also found
remnants of the same tribes
which had preferred
surrender, and which still
preserve continuous
relations with their fellow-
clansmen across the river.”1

Customs: The Mixisu were
raided by the Nosu for
generations and many were
taken away as slaves and
concubines. The Communist
authorities “liberated” the
area and abolished the
slave system in the early
1950s. Today, the Mixisu
lead quiet lives as farmers
and herdsmen.

Religion: Although most
Mixisu do not consider
themselves to be religious,
they still retain spirit
worship and ancestor
worship ceremonies which
are held on several
occasions throughout the
lunar calendar. 

Christianity: In many parts
of southern China prior to
1949, the Nosu dominated
the lives of their neighbors
by using their authority as
powerful landlords. “One
Nosu landowner [in another
area]… would not allow his
Nosu tenants to become
Christians as they were
false and crafty, and if they
entered the Church, it was
from unworthy motives.”2 As
a result, few Mixisu have
ever been given the chance
to hear the gospel. There
are a few small Three-Self
Chinese churches in Xichang
City, but few have ever
considered taking the
gospel to the unreached
Mixisu.

Overview of the
Mixisu
Countries: China

Pronunciation: “Mee-shee-soo”

Other Names: Shuitian, 
Shuitian Ren, Shuitianzu

Population Source: 
5,000 (1999 AMO);
Out of a total Yi population of
6,572,173 (1990 census) 

Location: S Sichuan: Xichang 
and Mianning counties 

Status: 
Officially included under Yi

Language: Sino-Tibetan, 
Tibeto-Burman, Burmese-Lolo,
Lolo, Northern Lolo, Yi, 
Northern Yi

Dialects: 0

Religion: Animism, 
Ancestor Worship, No Religion

Christians: None known

Scripture: None 

Jesus film: None

Gospel Recordings: None

Christian Broadcasting: None

ROPAL code: None known

Mixisu

Population in China:
5,000 (1999)
5,120 (2000)
6,430 (2010)
Location: Sichuan
Religion: Animism
Christians: None Known
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